Axon Fleet 3 Host Theory of Operation
Introduction
The Axon Fleet 3 is an audio/video capture and storage system incorporating up to five Ethernet-connected video
and/or audio recording devices, a GNSS receiver, and Bluetooth® and Dual Band Wi-Fi connectivity. This Fleet 3
system is designed for use in vehicles serving law enforcement, corrections, military, and security activities.
Fleet Hub is designed to manage streamed video/audio media from connected devices for secure storage,
retrieval, and offload to the Axon Evidence (Evidence.com) service. Media can be transferred to/from the Hub via Wi-Fi or Ethernet or USB. Wi-Fi offload of media is a primary function of the system. Additionally, a
Bluetooth® 5.0 interface enables a lower bandwidth data interface for command/control features.
Live streaming and live map features are available for Fleet 3 system with the Axon Respond option enabled.
Select video and audio can be streamed to Evidence.com using an accessory cellular modem that is connected to
the Hub through an Ethernet port. The location of the Hub is provided via an integrated GNSS subcircuit and is
used for the live maps feature of the Axon Respond service.
The Fleet Hub has 3 modes of operation: Idle mode, Recording mode, and Offload mode. The Idle mode provides
pre-event buffering to capture activities that occur prior to the user activating the Recording, or Event, mode.
The Fleet 3 system is powered from the vehicle’s power supply. Ethernet cable interconnects allows the Hub to
provide power via Power Over Ethernet to accessories, as well as enable data transfer.

Figure 1: Front View of AXON Fleet Hub
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Operational Conditions
•
•

Operating Temperature: -30°C to 80°C •
Operating Voltage: 11V to 19V. Typical 13.4V
RF functions supported:
o Bluetooth® Low Energy
o Bluetooth® Classic
o Dual Band Wi-Fi (2.4GHz, 5GHz UNII-1, UNII-2A,
UNII-2C, UNII-3)
o Passive NFC Tag
o GNSS (GPS and GLONASS)
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Dimensions

Figure 2: Axon Fleet Hub Dimensions
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Device Electronic Structure and Theory of Operation
The Fleet Hub mechanical enclosure consists of a front cover, outer body sleeve, back cover and an internal
midframe All pieces are fastened together with screws. The system has no internal battery for operation. It has a
CR2032 button cell battery to maintain its clock. This battery is expected to last over 5 years and may be replaced
by a certified technician.
Clock frequencies used internally are:
• 38.4MHz for the PMIC, which also drives the main CPU
• A single 92MHz oscillator for the 3 WiFi transceivers; two QCN5154 5GHz RFIC’s and one QCN5124
2.4GHz RFIC.
• 25MHz for the two Ethernet Phy IC’s, Qualcomm AR8033 and QCA8075
• 40MHz for the Cypress Bluetooth IC
• 24MHz for USB

Figure 3: Axon Fleet Hub top view
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Figure 4: Axon Fleet Hub rear view

The electronics of the system reside on 3 PCBs within the enclosure. 1) A Main PCB that contains the CPU,
memory, Ethernet, and RF functionality. 2) A Power board that filters and conditions the vehicle 12V power
delivery, generates 54V for the Ethernet PoE system, and contains four supercapacitors that power the system for
a short time in the event of unexpected power loss. 3) A small LED board that mounts into the front housing.
Various board level shields are used for noise mitigation.
Removing the front cover housing exposes the 2 fans and inner housing assembly. The fans operate together, with
the left-side fan pushing air into the housing and the right-side fan pulling air out of the housing. Vents in the front
cover housing allow air to enter and exit around the perimeter of the front face of the unit.

Figure 5: Axon Fleet Hub, inside front cover

The front cover is a non-metallic structure that contains the product label with serial number, passive NFC tag, and
a small circuit board that has an RGB LED and a RESET button. The NFC tag is shown in Figure 6, below.
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Figure 6: Axon Fleet Hub, inside view of front cover

The main PCBA contains the major electronic sub-systems for the Fleet Hub. The Hub processor is the Qualcomm
IPQ8078A, which is a 64-bit ARM Cortex A-53 quad-core processor, coupled with a sophisticated high-speed
network management engine in the same die. The IPQ8078A handles Ethernet and WiFi MAC and all baseband
functionality for
•
•

Up to six 1Gbit Ethernet connections (5 LAN and 1 WAN connection) The LAN ports support Power Over
Ethernet (PoE), IEEE 802.3af (IEEE 802.3at Type 1), Class 0
Three WiFi Phy devices, enabling both Station and Access Point modes, with the AP mode supporting up
to and including the 802.11ax WiFi standard. The Station mode operation is only on the 5GHz band.
Both Station and AP functions are implemented using
o Two separate QCN5154-1 5GHz dual channel WiFi Phy devices
o One QCN5124-1 2.4GHz dual channel WiFi Phy

Other subsystem interfaces that are managed by the IPQ processor include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System RAM: 4GB of DDR4
System Firmware Storage: 16GB eMMC
Video/Audio bulk storage: Solid State Disk, 240GB NVME in an M.2, 22x80 form-factor. It utilizes a single
lane of PCIe for data transfer.
Ethernet PoE controller IC: TPS23881
Bluetooth: CY20704
GNSS/GPS module with internal IMU to track location during loss of satellite signal: NEO-M8L
RTC for timekeeping
Two USB 3.0 ports
Fan controller and various temperature sensors
Up to 10 user-configurable vehicle input signals
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The Main and Power boards are mounted onto a metal central frame structure that provides mechanical support,
heat sinking, and air flow management to ensure that the cooling from the fans is effective over all the thermally
sensitive parts of the system. The fans are also mounted to this central frame.

Figure 7: Axon Fleet Hub, inner assembly top (left) and bottom (right)

The bottom side of the Main board can be seen in the left side of Figure 7. Both it and the Power board are
mounted to the central frame using screws.
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Figure 8: Axon Flee tHub, inner assembly opened

Figure 8 shows the central assembly opened, with the Power board, fans and frame on the left. The Main board
and rear cover are shown on the right. Two inter-board cables are used to connect the Main and Power boards.
One is used for passing 54V and the vehicle 12V supply to the Main board. The other cable carries control signals
between the boards.
The top side of the Main board is displayed on the right side of Figure 8. Shields cover the RF circuitry, which
include the 2.4GHz WiFi radio on the top left, the two 5GHz WiFi radios just below it in the picture. The
Bluetooth® radio is under the shield on the bottom left, and the GNSS module is to the right of the Bluetooth®.
The large heatsink at the top covers the CPU complex, which contains the IPQ8078A processor, PMIC, DDR4
memory, and eMMC. To the right of that, the SSD (Solid State Disk) is visible, mounted into an M.2 socket.
The 6 Ethernet ports are in the bottom right corner in Figure 8. The 2 USB 3.0 ports are at the bottom center.
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Figure 9: Axon Fleet Hub, inner assembly lower, with Power board

Figure 9 shows the Power board, which conditions the vehicle voltage coming into the system. Four large 35F
supercapacitors are visible on the upper right side of the board.
Power Management
Vehicle power enters via the Power board, which provides under-voltage, over-voltage and reverse-voltage
protection to the system. The Power board uses an LT3753 54V boost converter and isolation transformer to serve
as the PSE power source for the PoE Ethernet ports. The Power board also charges the supercapacitors via an
LTC3350. It, along with the super caps serve as a short duration un-interruptible power supply to the Main board.
Should vehicle power to the Fleet 3 system fail, the super caps support power to the Host and its PoE loads for 1
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second, at which time the PoE loads will be powered-off. At least an additional 4 seconds of power remain for the
Main board to close out it processes and perform an emergency shutdown.
12V power and isolated 54V power are supplied to the Main board via a 10-pin power cable. Additionally, another
10-pin signal cable connects the Power and Main board. The signal cable includes I2C communication and various
system logic signals to allow the Main board to monitor and control power for the system.
The Main board accepts 12V power and steps it down with various switching power supplies to provide 5V, 3.3V,
1.8V and other required voltages needed by the system. The main power management device for the IPQ
processor is the PMP8074 PMIC IC. It accepts 3 power rails as inputs (3.3V, 1.4V and 1.9V) and contains 5
switching regulators and an additional 15 linear regulators. This PMIC communicates with the IPQ processor via a
proprietary 19.2MHz serial interface to affect appropriate power sequencing and power management of all its
supplies according to processor demand.

Wi-Fi
The IPQ8078A processor is paired with Qualcomm’s QCN5124 and two QCN5154 WiFi radio ICs. The Fleet
Hubutilizes only two of the four RF chains that are provided by each of these RFICs.
The 2.4GHz WiFi solution in the Fleet Hub can support 20MHz and 40MHz 802.11 b/g/n/ac/ax and supports
channels 1 through 11 (center to center 2412MHz to 2462MHz). The 5GHz WiFi supports 5/10/20/40/80 MHz
802.11 a/n/ac/ax and operates over UNII-1/2a/2c/3 bands. Both WiFi supports 2x2 UL/DL single-user and multiuser multiple input multiple output with orthogonal frequency division multiple access.
WiFi Client functionality: The QCN5124 and one of the QCN5154 IC’s are coupled together to implement a WiFi
client device. The 2.4GHz and 5GHz RF channels are diplexed onto a total of two dual-band antennas that mount
on the exterior of the vehicle. It supports a dual-band simultaneous mode.
The antenna used for this WiFi client mode will be Airgain P/N AP-AXONF3-MMF-Q-MS-BL-15 (black housing), or
P/N AP-AXONF3-MMF-Q-MS-WH-15 (white housing). Both models are identical in their configuration and RF
parameters. This is an integrated 5-in-1 antenna module intended to be mounted on the exterior of the vehicle. It
incorporates MIMO Cell/LTE x 2, dual-band Wi-Fi x 2, and GNSS. It has a threaded Bolt Mount, SMA on Cell/ LTE &
GNSS, RP-SMA on Wi-Fi, Black, with a 15ft coax with mesh sleeving around all cables.
WiFi Access Point functionality: The third RFIC, a QCN5154, is configured as an access point for in-vehicle and
short range WiFi support near the vehicle. This 5GHz only radio has one of its RF chains diplexed with the 2.4GHz
Bluetooth® connection. Both chains are routed to dual band antennas that are mounted on the interior of the
vehicle. This AP functionality can support a WiFi link to a computer, tablet or other control device used by the
vehicle occupants for command and control of the Fleet 3 system.
The antenna used for the WiFi AP is Airgain P/N AP-AXONF3-GL-WWG-BL. This is a 3-in-1 antenna external to the
Fleet Hub and is designed to be mounted on the vehicle interior. The full description for this model is as follows:
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MIMO Wi-Fi x 2 & GNSS, Adhesive Mount, Black, Wi-Fi coax: 1 foot LMR100 exiting antenna housing with 8.5 feet
LMR195 extension, terminating with RP-SMA (9.5 feet total cable length), GNSS coax: all LMR100 terminating with
SMA.
Wi-Fi Bands used:
2.4GHz:
5GHz:

Ch 1 -11 (2412MHz-2462MHz)
UNII-1 (5150MHz to 5250MHz Client)
UNII-2A (5250MHz to 5350MHz Client)
UNII-2C (5470MHz to 5725MHz Master/Client)
UNII-3 (5725MHz to 5850MHz Master/Client).

The modes of operation are HT20, HT40, VHT20, VHT40, and VHT80 with TX power up to 29.94 dBm conducted
power as measured.
Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS): The Master or Client mode in 5GHz WiFi employs a DFS function. The Master
device ensure if there is any radar signals and supervises all associated Client devices. If the device in Master mode
detects a radar signal, the device will stop transmitting and close and move channel with all associated Client
devices. The device in Client mode will be supervised by AP device.
Frequency Range
DFS AP mode: UNII-2C
DFS Client mode: UNII-2A
GNSS
The U-blox NEO-M8L module is the GNSS receiver for GPS and GLONASS. The GNSS antenna is incorporated into a
3-in-1 antenna module that mounts internally inside the vehicle. It is Airgain P/N AP-AXONF3-GL-WWG-BL. The
GNSS antenna have a LNA and a band pass filter. The 3.3V bias voltage for LNA is supplied through antenna cable
from the GNSS module.
Bluetooth® 5.0
The Cypress CYW20704 BT IC is utilized for the Bluetooth® functionality. Bluetooth® is configured for Low Energy
(BLE) mode and uses 40 GFSK modulated channels spaced 2 MHz apart, spanning 2402MHz to 2480MHz. BLE can
transmit up to 7.05 dBm EIRP, as measured. Bluetooth® Classic is also supported (although currently not used) and
uses 80 channels spaced 1MHz apart. The frequency range is 2402MHz to 2480MHz and uses GFSK, DQPSK, and
8DPSK modulations. Maximum EIRP is 8.737 dBm as measured.
NFC
An ACON AFF00-000066 NFC tag is used for communicating identification data. It is an NFC Forum Type 2
compliant tag coupled with a custom antenna. It is based upon the NXP NT3H1101 energy harvesting NFC IC. This
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passive NFC tag communicates with an external host device in the presence of the host’s RF field. The operating
frequency of the RF interface is 13.56MHz.
USB
The Fleet Hub implements two USB 3.1 ports. The IPQ8078A processor supports two ports of USB 3.0, backward
compatible to USB2.0 communications to an external device. The Host utilizes USB 3.0 Type A connectors through
which the user can offload recorded data for later upload to Evidence.com.

Antennas
The Fleet Hub uses a total of 6 antennas. These are incorporated as a passive NFC tag with integrated antenna
mounted inside the front housing, and the two separate external antenna modules mentioned above. The external
modular antennas connect to the Hub via SMA connectors on the rear face plate.
The specificifications of each antenna is detailed here:
1) One shared dual-band Wifi/Bluetooth® for the AP WiFi function, integrated into the Vehicle Interior 3-in-1
antenna
2) An additional single 5GHz WiFi for MIMO for the AP WiFi function, integrated into the Vehicle Interior 3-in-1
antenna
3) GNSS receiver, integrated into the Vehicle Interior 3-in-1 antenna
4) Dual-band WiFi antenna integrated into the Vehicle External 5-in-1 antenna
5) Additional dual-band WiFi antenna integrated into the Vehicle External 5-in-1 antenna
6) A passive internal NFC tag with integrated antenna. The passive NFC tag is located on the inside of the Fleet
Hub’s plastic front cover.
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